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NEWS

•

Verizon joins USC to build smart city think tank
Gearbrain (blog)
The group, the Intelligent Internet of Things Integrator (or I3), is focused on data driven through connected devices,
commonly called the Internet of Things or IoT. And areas where they imagine their system working include
restaurant. where owners could analyze foot traffic before signing a lease on a ...

•

IoT news of the week for Nov. 17, 2017
Stacey on IoT
Come say hi! I'll be at the Target Open House on Nov. 30 to talk about building an IoT business model with Rob
Martens of Schlage, Adam Sager of Canary and Rob Vella of Hive. The event is free and we're going to explore
controversial topics such as when and why to brick a device, how to calculate ...

•

IoT's biggest threat: Systemic security flaws
TechTarget (blog)
Nearly every week, we read another story related to an IoT security breach or hack. For now, the vast majority of
these are individual failures by vendors, but organizations are facing an existential risk as hackers focus on finding
loopholes in IoT ecosystems — not just individual technical flaws, but ...
Fast Facts: IoT's Tech Market Value Is Exploding - Enterprise Mobility Exchange
Wales's first Internet of Things accelerator launches - www.v3.co.uk
Troubleshooting for IOT in 2020 - BW Businessworld
Full Coverage

•

Leveraging DevOps to Meet the Expectations of IoT-Driven Edge Computing
IOT Journal
At the heart of IoT-driven computing are application programming interfaces (APIs), which connect different devices
and enable data to flow between them, to the cloud, to users, to manufacturing back-end systems and more. APIs
make it possible for microservices-based applications to work together, ...

•

Augmented vs. artificial intelligence: What's the difference?
TechTarget (blog)
It is the Internet of Things, but with an enterprise angle. Take that to mean industry vertical ... The IoT is imminent –
and so are the security challenges it will inevitably bring. Get up to speed on IoT security basics and learn how to
devise your own IoT security strategy in our new e-guide. Start Download.
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Why Do IoT Devices Die?
IoT For All (blog)
IoT devices pose a unique risk to both those who market and sell them and those who use them. With more devices
being added to homes, the issue of devices that stop functioning is growing. These IoT devices typically lack an easy
interface, require an installation process, and don't give many ...

•

Intel Steps Up To Showcase Leadership In Autonomous Vehicles And The Internet Of Things
Forbes
Straight talk from Moor Insights & Strategy tech industry analysts Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are
their own. Post written by. Chris Wilder. Chris Wilder is a Moor Insights & Strategy senior analyst focused on
the Internet of Things. 2017, Christopher R. Wilder. Gordon Moore mural at Intel's ...

•

What do John Chambers and crickets have in common? The IoT
Network World
Without technology, the Aspire staff had to travel around the farm and manually feed crickets on different shelves
numerous times per day. Now, though, with its new facility, an-IoT connected robot moves around the facility and
deposits an optimized amount of food. The system is built using IoT sensors ...

•

IoT solicits top dollar in IT budgets, and why not
CIO India
But ready or not, the one fact that has been unanimously agreed upon is that the network of connected devices and
IT spending earmarked for IoT has been steadily increasing over the years. At the 11th edition of IDG's CIO Year
Ahead, IoT is one of the five important themes, which will be instrumental in ...

•

Warner Bros wants to use IoT to transform the entertainment industry
Siliconrepublic.com
This week in IoT, Warner Bros looks to IoT for the future of entertainment, while Portugal is introducing free zones to
accelerate the development of self-driving cars. In an exciting move, Cisco announced it is to invest $1bn in a new
venture to help more cities become smart, in an initiative called the City ...
WEB

•

Internet Of Things (Iot) Market To Grow Owing To The Expansion O
WNKY.com
Industry Insights. The global Internet of Things (IoT) market size was valued at USD 605.69 billion in 2014.
Expansion of technology along with rising investments is anticipated to drive the overall market over the next seven
years. Remarkable progress in the telecommunication, as well as increasing ...
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DFU with IoT File - PStorage?
Nordic Developer Zone - Nordic Semiconductor
Hello Dev Zone, We've been using the IoT SDK 0.9 all year and recently ported to the production release bundled
with the SDK 14.1 package. We have the DFU working with the SDK 0.9, which is based on top of the IoT File
module. The SDK documentation is referencing the using of the PStorage ...

•

Trending on IoT: Our Most Popular Developer Stories for November
Intel® Developer Zone
Announcing new IoT software and hardware developer kits: Arduino Create* Support for Intel®-Based Platforms and
the UP Squared* Grove* IoT Development Kit this month.

•

Seien Sie erfolgreich als Product Manager Connectivity NB IoT(m/w)
telekom.jobs
Entwicklung und Management des IoT Connectivity Produkt- und Angebotsportfolios für NB-IoT auf Basis der
übergreifenden Konzern-IoT-Strategie, von Markt- und Segmentanalysen, spezifischer Anforderungen der
Landesgesellschaften sowie spezieller Kunden-, Bid- und Partner-Anforderungen ...

•

Managing IoT with Edge Computing
Network Computing
New edge infrastructure streamlines management of IoT devices and data. It can't be denied: Edge computing is
quickly escalating in importance as industrial enterprises realize they need a way to manage the large amount of data
now entering the equation with the increased adoption of the internet of ...

•

IoT Edge
Microsoft Azure
View pricing details for Azure IoT Edge, deploy cloud services to IoT devices. No upfront costs. Pay as you go. FREE
trial.

•

IoT Use Cases: Oysters, Scooters and Trains
Business Process Incubator
Until this morning, I was convinced that all IoT projects were still in the proof of concept phase. In my last blog from
the IoT World Forum 2017 in London.

•

Azure/azure-iot-pcs-remote-monitoring-dotnet-tests
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GitHub
Tests for Azure IoT Remote Monitoring (.NET). Contribute to azure-iot-pcs-remote-monitoring-dotnet-tests
development by creating an account on ...

•

IoT Solutions
Digikey
Digi-Key's Solutions for IoT applications provides a selection of featured products and integrated solutions across
many different industries.

•

Buildings
IBM
Improve management functions from facilities management to building information management with IBM
Watson IoT for buildings.

1 day ago
NEWS

•

AT&T: We'll use the FirstNet win to tap IoT, smart cities and other markets
FierceWireless
AT&T won valuable spectrum and billions of dollars to build the nation's first network for first responders when it was
awarded the FirstNet contract ...

•

M2M Cellular Innovation Aims to Increase the World's Food SupplyUnearthing the IoT in Agriculture
Markets Insider
Crop diseases can have a devastating humanitarian and economic impact and with sustained global population
growth it is estimated that by 2050, a 70 per cent increase in food production is required to ensure the world is fed.
Against this backdrop global IoT cellular communications specialist Eseye is ...

•

View from the edge: The action is out on the edge
TechTarget (blog)
As a result, analysts estimate that 5.6 billion IoT devices owned by enterprises and governments will utilize edge
computing for data collection and processing in 2020 — up from 1.6 billion in 2017. And by 2019, 40% of all IoTcollected data is expected to be stored, processed, analyzed and acted upon ...
IoT Solutions Keep Surprising - i-HLS - Israel Homeland Security
Use Machine Learning to boost IoT efficacy says Forrester - IT News Africa
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Full Coverage

•

In 2018, IoT will move beyond experimentation
ZDNet
The tech revolution is spreading to every corner of the earth with the Internet of Things, and it's enabling data
analytics and automation in ways never ...
The internet of things, database systems and data distribution, part two - TechTarget (blog)
Navigant Research Expects Global Market Revenue for Internet of Things Lighting Solutions to ... - Business Wire
(press release)
The Internet of Things could easily be the Internet of Threats - ETtech.com
Full Coverage

•

More firms foster IoT for edge
The Nation
THE USE of smarter Internet of Things (IoT) solutions by the Thai corporates to boost their competitive edge is
expected to become mainstream in ...

•

Senet Wants to Expand IoT Connectivity Virtually
SDxCentral
Internet of Things (IoT) company Senet is debuting a new incentive-based business model to help expand its lowpower wide area (LoRa) IoT network ...

•

Forget about the network, let's talk IoT applications
TelecomTV
One of the more ridiculous claims abroad at the moment from parts of the global mobile industry is that IoT and its
societal value will turn out to be ...

•

“IoT-Ready” Alliance to establish industry standard for IoT light fixtures
Electrical Business
November 16, 2017 — Lighting and LED driver manufacturers, Internet of Things (IoT) technology companies and
industry groups have established ...
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IoT and digital transformation insights: Dr Alex Bazin, Vice President Advanced Technology ...
Irish Tech News
Some insights from Dr Alex Bazin, Vice President Advanced Technology Division Fujitsu who spoke with us recently
about IoT at the Fujitsu Forum in Munich. The interview has been lightly edited and condensed. Can you tell me a
little about your role within Fujitsu? I'm responsible for bringing new ...

•

Rockwell Automation Looks to Veterans as the Future IoT Workforce
Machine Design
Rockwell Automation's Academy of Advanced Manufacturing trains retired U.S. veterans on how to operate and
program advanced technology in the ...
WEB

•

XFTAS-MA-2017-00002 - Reaper IoT Botnet (IoT_Reaper aka IoTroop)
IBM X-Force Exchange - Cloud
Time Frame September 2017 - A new strain of IoT Botnet Malware was detected in by Qihoo 360 and Checkpoint.
October 2017 - both companies ...

•

Predictions 2018: IoT Will Move From Experimentation To Business Scale
Business Process Incubator
The term IoT can be confusing, and depending on who you talk to they might choose to focus on one element like
connectivity or another. At Forrester ...

•

IoT Devices: The Gift that Keeps on Giving— to Hackers
mcafee.com
McAfee Advanced Threat Research on Most Hackable Gifts. You've probably noticed the recent increase in Internet
connected drones, digital assistants, toys, appliances and other devices hitting the market and maybe even showing
up in your own home. The sale of these “Internet-of-Things” (IoT) ...

•

Startupbootcamp IoT 2017
Element14
Read about 'Startupbootcamp IoT 2017 | Introducing Internet of Trees' on element14.com. For the second year in a
row, Farnell element14 is proud to ...

•

Networking, Cloud, Cybersecurity, IoT, Collaboration
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AT&T Business
What you need to know about IoT Platforms. An IoT platform is a suite of software that enables connection and
information exchange between IoT ...

•

The Thunder Board - IOT Lightning Detection for Makers!
Kickstarter
Lightning and Thunder, Oh My! This Kickstarter is all about allowing you at home to build an IOT (Internet Of Things)
kit, with NO SOLDERING, that will ...

•

3 Ways IoT Will Impact Your Technology Refresh
AVI Systems
The Internet of Things is as ubiquitous as it gets. With 8.4 billion things out there, it's crucial you consider what
the IoT means for your tech refresh.

•

Fireside Chat with Gibson Energy: Talking Data Center Consolidation, IoT and Cloud Security
Fortinet Blog
Of course, IoT comes with its own challenges. We now have critical data flowing into and out of our data center and
cloud environments that needs to ...

•

Are smartphones, tablets and PCs solvable into IoT?
Gemalto blog
Last year's most significant innovation was the headphone jack removal from the iPhone. Could this be the first step
to dissolution of smart phones?

•

Enabling new business models through the power of software
IoT Now
Enabling new business models through the power of software. Posted by IoT Now MagazineNovember 16, 2017.
Industrial manufacturing is one of the ...

2 days ago
NEWS

•

Triax partners with Autodesk, debuts IoT-connected sensor
Construction Dive
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Construction wearables maker Triax Technologies will integrate its IoT-enabled wearable tracking system Spot-r with
Autodesk's BIM 360 to boost job ...

•

Salient Systems Has Eye On IoT With Video Surveillance Management Platform
CRN
Salient Systems – a longtime force in video surveillance – is taking its CompleteView VMS platform into the
booming Internet of Things market.

•

MapQuest, Oracle, SAP and Many Others to Speak at Industrial IoT Conference in Florida
IoT Evolution World (blog)
Industry leaders join February conference to shed insight into IoT Solutions for Smart Manufacturing and Production.
Trumbull, CT – November 15, ...

•

C3 IoT Establishes Regional HQ in Australia
Business Wire (press release)
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--C3 IoT, the leading AI and IoT software platform provider for digital
transformation, has expanded ...

•

Gemalto, Huawei Collaborate On Narrowband IoT Modules with Decade-Long Battery Life
Mobile ID World
Gemalto and Huawei have teamed up to develop low-power narrowband IoT modules. Huawei's work on the project
is being conducted through its ...
Huawei and Gemalto team up to accelerate NarrowBand IoT deployments - Outlook India
Full Coverage

•

Huawei Exec: IoT Rife with Potential, but Fresh Ideas for Future Networks Needed
Wireless Week
Opportunities for mobile carriers are real when it comes to the Internet of Things, but action is needed, Huawei's
chief executive told a company ...

•

Schneier: It's Time to Regulate IoT to Improve Cyber-Security
eWeek
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TORONTO — The time has come for the U.S. government and other governments around the world, to start
regulating Internet of Things (IoT) security, ...

•

Low Cost of Sensors to Boost the IoT Market in Smart Farming | Technavio
Business Wire (press release)
LONDON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Technavio market research analysts forecast the global IoT market in smart farming
to grow at a CAGR of close to 11% ...

•

How IoT is affecting mobile app development
TechTarget (blog)
The internet of things is impacting mobile app development in a huge way. ... Security is a key pivot point of any
enterprise app, and IoT could help ...
How manufacturers are benefitting from the IoT revolution - Network World
5 Ways IOT Could Make Exelon Customers Happy - IndustryWeek
Do IoT awards help discover IoT innovators? - TechTarget (blog)
Full Coverage

•

Vodafone launches its SuperIoT platform for end-to-end IoT solution in India
Digit
The SuperIoT platform is an industry-first IoT solution which offers management of devices, application, connectivity,
service platform, support and ...
WEB

•

Essential Capabilities of an IoT Cloud Platform - AWS Online Tech Tal…
SlideShare
Learning Objectives: - Learn what core capabilities are necessary for a successful IoT cloud platform - Understand
how the core capabilities work ...

•

The Globality Quotient: Internet Of Things (IoT)
Digitalist Magazine
The Internet of Things (IoT) plays a key role in helping leading consumer industries define the consumer of the future.

•

Quickstart Azure IoT Edge + Windows
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Microsoft Docs
Prerequisites; Create an IoT hub with Azure CLI; Register an IoT Edge device; Configure the IoT Edge runtime;
Deploy a module; View generated data ...

•

Why Are Pharmaceutical and Biotech Firms Investing in IoT?
IDC
This IDC Survey Spotlight looks at the reasons for IoT investment, along with uses of IoT data and associated
organizational challenges for scaling of ...

•

AI Toolkit for Azure IoT Edge
GitHub
AI Toolkit for Azure IoT Edge. Contribute to ai-toolkit-iot-edge development by creating an account on GitHub.

•

Brexit: IoT to the rescue?
Bond Dickinson
IoT tags and GPS data could confirm that container units are tracked and that they are associated with the correct
tractor unit. The container's contents ...

•

7 ways IoT is reshaping the internet
Cisco Blog
For years, IoT has been growing up inside factories and oil platforms, in ships, trucks, and trains—quietly changing
long-standing industrial processes.

•

Azure IoT Edge open for developers to build for the intelligent edge
Microsoft Azure
As businesses learn to harness the transformational power of IoT, IoT devices are becoming a mission-critical
business asset. Today, IoT solutions use ...

•

Microsoft announces Azure Databricks powered by Apache® Spark, new AI, IoT and machine ...
Microsoft News Center
New tools to help increase developer productivity and simplify app development for intelligent cloud and edge, across
devices, platforms or data ...
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Do You Have Product Tools You Need to Capitalize on IoT in 2018?
Arena Solutions
Over 250 IoT companies rely on Arena to unlock their imagination, speed innovation, and tame even the most
unconventional ideas into IoT's next big ...

3 days ago
NEWS

•

How to use IoT to thrive as a college student
Gearbrain (blog)
We've all heard of the Internet of Things transforming aspects of society from the emergence of the smart home to
safer, self driving cars. However, IoT ...

•

Make Your Products Smarter in the Supply Chain with the IoT
Logistics Management
How can you convert your products into communication platforms and cost reduction tools? By making them a part of
the Internet of Things (IoT).
IoT in healthcare: 'I can't sleep without IoT!' - TechTarget (blog)
Internet of Things for the Home - CableFAX
Forrester predicts what's next for IoT - Network World
Full Coverage

•

Marriott, Samsung, Legrand Create First IoT 'Smart Hotel Room'
CEPro
Marriott's IoT Guestroom Lab uses IoT technology from Samsung and Legrand to bring voice- and app-controlled
virtual assistant to hotel rooms.
Marriott unveils IoT hotel room of the future - Hospitality Net
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Marriott International Teams With Samsung And Legrand To Unveil Hospitality Industry's IoT Hotel ... - Markets
Insider
Marriott International Teams With Samsung And Legrand To Unveil Hospitality Industry's IoT Hotel ... - PR Newswire
(press release)
Full Coverage

•

Huawei Introduces 'GLocal' Ecosystem For Customized IoT Solution In Africa
Leadership Newspapers
“Another great ecosystem that supports IoT connection management is OceanConnect, an open ecosystem built
on IoT, cloud computing, and Big ...

•

Ericsson to prepare RCS&RDS (Digi) network for 5G, IoT
Business Review
Starting December 2017, Ericsson will modernise the RCS&RDS (Digi) network to prepare it for the arrival of the 5G
and IoT services.

•

Global Study Reveals IoT Adoption is at 69 Percent Despite Security ConcernsDespite the rise of ...
Markets Insider
BOISE, Idaho, Nov. 14, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Cradlepoint today announced the release of a new
Cradlepoint Business Intelligence Report, ...
Global Study Reveals IoT Adoption is at 69 Percent Despite Security Concerns - GlobeNewswire (press release)
Full Coverage

•

IoT Empowers Control in Fluid Applications
Machine Design
It seems nothing can escape the Internet of Things (IoT). We already see that sensors and data collection are
becoming a natural part of our work and ...

•

Accelerating IoT Deployments to Achieve Business Goals Faster | @ThingsExpo #IoT #M2M #API
SYS-CON Media (press release)
The "Internet of Things" is an exciting area of tech, one in which industry experts estimate there will be more than
30 billion connected IoT devices by ...
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Security vulnerability in IoT cameras could allow remote control by hackers
ZDNet
The Foscam C1 IP camera vulnerabilities are the latest in a line of security issues uncovered in popular IoTdevices.
Other brands of IoT cameras have ...

•

IoT Frameworks: The Ties That Bind
Electronic Design
Building up frameworks and services to accelerate product delivery for the Internet of Things (IoT) takes lots of time
and effort. It also often involves a ...
WEB

•

Automating ML and IoT with cloud-based image rendering, training, and device delivery
Google Cloud Platform
How to train TensorFlow models in the cloud on rendered images of the objects you plan to recognize on
embedded IoT vision systems.

•

Getting serious about IoT development
IBM developerWorks
IoT has the potential to transform a wide range of industries and applications, from home automation to health to
retail to manufacturing to smart cars ...

•

Kudelski Group launches its new IoT chip-to-cloud security suite
Kudelski Group
S), the world leader in digital security, today announced the expansion of its Internet of Things (IoT) security Center
of Excellence with the launch of its ...

•

Marriott International Teams with Samsung and Legrand to Unveil Hospitality Industry's IoTHotel ...
Marriott News Center
The IoT Guestroom Lab – powered by Marriott's Innovation Lab at the company's corporate headquarters – explores
concepts that have the potential ...

•

Embedded Software Engineer - Mbed OS Test (IoT)
Maintenance In Progress
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Embedded Software Engineer - Mbed OS Test (IoT). Job ID #: 12197; Job Category: Software Engineering;
Employment Type: Experienced ...

•

Business Development Manager IoT
IrishJobs.ie
Job Title: Business Development Manager IoT. Hiring Manager: Lauren Morris. Business Unit: Sales. We're officially
a Great Place to Work!

•

IoT Product Design Considerations
Intertek
The Internet of things (IoT) has continued to become more common in everyday life. With more connected devices
brought to market every day, ...

•

The Need for Symb-IoT-ic Relationships Across IT and LoB teams in IoT and OT Security
ForeScout
Who is ultimately responsible for protecting Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and operational technology ( OT )
equipment as businesses rush toward ...

•

Libelium Releases the First Programming Cloud Service for the IoT
GlobeNewswire
The company grows its product portfolio with software services to give intelligence to its sensor devices. The new
service allows to program IoT ...

•

Silver Spring Networks Expands IoT Developer Program to Europe and the Middle East
Silver Spring Networks
“Ireland can be at the forefront of IoT in Europe with a standards-based network planned for municipal, commercial
and industrial customers to connect ...

4 days ago
NEWS

•

The Digital Grid: Building the Foundation With IoT and Data Analytics
Greentech Media
Conditions are changing faster than ever in electricity distribution markets throughout the U.S. Utilities are facing
increasing pressure to maintain ...
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IoT is an enabler of economic development – Vodacom
techcityng.com
Lanre Kolade, Vodacom Business Nigeria's Managing Director has described Internet of Things (IoT) as
increasingly becoming an enabler of ...

•

Innovotech COO (CVE:IOT) Amin Omar is a Biofilm Expert
The Wall Street Transcript
Amin Omar is the Chief Operating Officer of Innovotech Inc. Dr. Omar is a biofilm expert, having completed his Ph.D.
at Manchester University in ...

•

Intro To Haptic Technology
IoT For All (blog)
Conference Takeaways · IoT Dev · Simple Explanations · Tutorials · More · Newsletter · Audio Articles · About ·
Team · Contribute · Contact · Advertise.

•

Study Finds Internet of Things Will Continue Rapid Growth Rate in 2018
eWeek
The internet of things will continue to grow rapidly in 2018 and beyond, according to a new study from security and
network hardware company ...

•

Implications of IoT Data for Insurers
PR Newswire (press release)
What market forces are driving adoption of home telematics and how might the insurance industry move toward
using IoT data to inform products and ...

•

Is IoT technology transforming brick and mortar retail?
Tech Wire Asia
For retailers, The Internet of Things (IoT) is perhaps one of the biggest opportunities of the digital era. IoTenables
retailers to combine the best of the ...

•

Smarter and faster – why manufacturers must embrace the Internet of Things
Information Age
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From Henry Ford's automotive assembly line to the production of the iPhone, embracing and driving innovation has
been at the forefront of ...
Global IoT engineering services on the rise according to new research report - WhaTech
New report examines the IoT engineering services market forecast to 2022 - WhaTech
Future of Internet of Things (IoT) Professional Services Market Size Accenture PLC, Atos SE ... - openPR (press
release)
Full Coverage

•

Ecosmob Announced IoT Development for Retail Sector
MENAFN.COM
Recently, Ecosmob Technologies Private Limited, a prominent VoIP, and mobile development solutions provider, has
announced IoT solutions for ...

•

Why Touch is the Next Important Step for VR
IoT For All (blog)
It's exciting to hear about VR being applied in travel, education, shopping, and gaming, or of Apple and Google
dueling it out in the consumer AR ...
WEB

•

Startupbootcamp 2017 | Introducing HUDlog
Element14
For the second year in a row, Farnell element14 is proud to be an official partner of Startupbootcamp IoT, an
intensive three-month acceleration ...

•

IoT security, Matthias Bossardt interview
Swisscom
As a security expert at KPMG, Matthias Bossardt stresses the opportunities which the IoT presents – despite security
concerns.

•

Vodafone, T-Mobile and Bell Attack the Consumer IoT Market, Separately
IDC
Nov 9, 2017 - Real-time IDC Research® opinion on industry news, trends and events. Vodafone, T-Mobile and Bell
Attack the Consumer IoT Market, ...
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Deploy360 at IETF 100, Day 2: More IPv6 & IoT
Internet Society
ACE is defining a framework for authentication and authorization in IoT environments based on OAuth 2.0 and CoAP,
and there are 8 drafts up for ...

•

Azure iot hub vs event hub
cocuroci.com.br
azure event hubs) the IoT Hub Azure IoT Hub beta. Jan 7, 2017 Presentation about Azure IoT given at Innovation
Days Sydney. Skip to Edison ...

•

Regulations Driving IoT Adoption - Verizon's Bartolomeo
Telco Transformation
In part two of this Telco Transformation Q&A, Verizon's Mark Bartolomeo talks about how IoT has evolved over the
past year.

•

New partnership to deliver global agritech IoT solutions - News
Inmarsat
Inmarsat and Pessl Instruments to deliver global agriculture IoT solutions. 13 November 2017: Pessl Instruments, a
leading provider of advanced ...

•

New research shows industrial organisations increasingly focused on IoT adoption, but most are ...
IoT Now
This explores the current IoT adoption progress of business buyers in Manufacturing, Transportation, and Oil and
Gas (O&G). According to the 2017 ...

•

IoT CoLab
Telia Company
Telia IoT Co-Lab is an experience and solution design lab that brings together best-of-breed digital, connectivity and
commercial specialists to focus ...

•

VeTAS
Element14
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Storing the device sensor data that is sent to the IoT Hub can be stored either into a Blob or into a Storage Table.
Saving in a Table is more easy to.

5 days ago
NEWS

•

BlackBerry CSO: Security will continue to be a 'cat-and-mouse' game
Digital News Asia
“There are already a lot of high-profile hacking of IoT – from cars, planes, to baby monitors, healthcare. In fact, every
year at this Summit, we ...

•

Taiwanese semiconductor industry forecast to grow 7.1% next year: IEK
Taipei Times
The global tech world has merged the two acronyms for artificial intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT)
into AIoT in recognition of AI as the ...

•

(CRM) is up at $105.24 Salesforce Delivers Customer Success…
Modern Readers
The Company focuses on cloud, mobile, social, Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence technologies. The
Business's service offerings are ...

•

India's Smart City project not moving fast, need to involve enterprises: Nokia global executives
ETTelecom.com
The Finnish major is focusing on six verticals when it coming to offering IoT solutions both globally, and in India.
Outside India, Nokia offers a platform ...

•

SK Telecom uses IoT to enhance railway safety
Korea JoongAng Daily
SK Telecom developed an Internet of Things-powered system to enhance railway safety in partnership with Korea
Railroad Corporation (Korail) and ...

•

Somewhat Favorable Media Coverage Somewhat Unlikely to Affect Trakopolis Iot Corp (TRAK ...
The Ledger Gazette
Trakopolis Iot Corp logo Press coverage about Trakopolis Iot Corp (NASDAQ:TRAK) has been trending somewhat
positive on Sunday, according to ...
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Jentu Technologies Inc. Announces a Strategic Alliance with AVANT Secure PC to Create Secure ...
NB Herard
Jentu Technologies Inc. Announces a Strategic Alliance with AVANT Secure PC to Create Secure Network Servers,
End Points and IOT Solutions.

•

UAE Cabinet Minister: IoT to add $15 trillion to world economy
Tahawul Tech
Al Gergawi also said that, over the next 20 years, the Internet of Things will contribute $10-15 trillion to the world
economy. However, the rapid growth ...

•

Internet of Things (IoT) Security Market Analysis and Forecast to 2021 by Recent Trends ...
MENAFN.COM
delivers complete analysis of market challenges, market drivers, opportunities, potential application. Internet of
Things (IoT) Security Market research ...
Internet of Things (IoT) Managed Services Market Supply, Consumption, Cost and Profit analysis ... MENAFN.COM
Internet of Things (IoT) Managed Services Market Supply, Consumption, Cost and Profit analysis ... - MilTech
Full Coverage

•

The Future of Voice Assistants Starts In Multifamily Smart Apartments
HuffPost
Setting up one STRATIS “Skill” on your Amazon Echo that links 10 different IoT devices is significantly more
compelling than setting up 10 different ...
WEB

•

Want a Homemade Smart Cycle Computer
element14 Community
Hey Guys Welcome to yet another Very Short UPDATE Blog Post on Smart Bike Smart Rider Project for
IoTonWheels Design Challenge. In this Blog ...

•

From BreadBoard prototype To Homemade
element14 Community
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First of All, Another pic of my photography skills. Ok, after admiring the golden sand, lets come to the point. In my
previous Blog I had mentioned about ...

•

Deploy360 at IETF 100, Day 1: IPv6 and IoT
Internet Society
This week is the one hundredth meeting of the IETF in Singapore, and to celebrate the occasion we're bringing you
daily blog posts highlighting some ...

•

Data Scientist, IoT - AWS Professional Services
GettingHired.com
Description. Excited by using massive amounts of data to develop Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL)
models? Want to help the largest ...

•

IOT break out
TradingView
IOTA / Dollar (BITFINEX:IOTUSD). Get more trading ideas from shoma2. Follow market experts, get opinions and be
heard! Join the largest trading ...

•

IOT Wallet
Launch Forth
Join the IoT Wallet Design Challenge. Edit. Remove. Change Order: 2. Brainstorm: Sketch your craziest money
tracking device on a napkin! All Needs ...

6 days ago
NEWS

•

Career Briefs: Hilton Names Shruti Gandhi Buckley As Global Head of Hampton by Hilton Brand
India West
He was also the CMO at IoT company FreeWave, as well as VP of marketing for Alvarion. He holds a bachelor of
science in electrical engineering from ...

•

Samsung's Galaxy S9 Will Feature 'New Sensor' And Improved IoT Connectivity – Engineers Let ...
Wccftech
Even though we've got considerable time until the Galaxy S9 is launched, information for the device is surfacing with
regularity. After Apple's iPhone X, ...
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IoT-enabled Industrial Wearables Market – Drivers and Forecasts by Technavio
The Daily Telescope
LONDON–Technavio analysts forecast the global IoT-enabled industrial wearables market to grow at a CAGR of over
10% during the forecast period, ...
IoT-enabled Industrial Wearables Market - Drivers and Forecasts by Technavio - Business Wire (press release)
Full Coverage

•

Internet Of Things may add $10-15 trillion to global economy
gulfnews.com
The Internet Of Things (IoT) is expected to contribute $10-15 trillion to the global economy over the next 20 years,
with the Fourth Industrial Revolution ...

•

Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS) Sees Unusually-High Trading Volume After Better-Than ...
TrueBlueTribune
Adesto Technologies Corporation logo Shares of Adesto Technologies Corporation (NASDAQ:IOTS) saw unusuallystrong trading volume on ...
Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS) Rating Reiterated by Needham & Company LLC - StockNewsTimes
Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS) Receives Buy Rating from Needham & Company LLC - The Ledger Gazette
Full Coverage

•

Know the current Market Scenario of the Global Internet Of Things (IoT) Data Management Market
...
MilTech
“Global Internet Of Things (IoT) Data Management Market Size, Status And Forecast 2022” Purchase This Report
by calling ResearchnReports.com at ...
Explore the Major factors affecting the Embedded Infrastructure and Devices in the Internet of ... - MilTech
4 things software developers must know about IOT - TrainingZone.co.uk (blog)
Know in Detail about the Global Market of IoT Gateway Market analysis, forecasts, and Overview ... - MilTech
Full Coverage
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Struggling Toshiba pins hopes on IoT
The Japan News
Jiji Press TOKYO (Jiji Press) — Toshiba Corp., set to sell its lucrative flash memory unit, is pinning its hopes
on internet of things operations, an area ...

•

Who will CIOs get their orders from? Not who you think!
AMEinfo
CIOs in Asia/Pacific report higher adoption of disruptive technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial
intelligence (AI) and conversational ...

•

Taiwan's semiconductor output forecast to grow 7.1% in 2018
Focus Taiwan News Channel
The global tech world has merged the two acronyms for artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things into AIoT, in
recognition of AI as the backbone ...

•

Don't miss To Know the Future of IoT Devices Market– and Know about basic influencing factors
MilTech
The report on the United States IoT Devices Market is a meticulous piece of work and is collated by conducting both
primary as well as secondary ...
WEB

•

Re: [Suit] Towards building a secure software update standard for IoT
IETF
I write to this group because I think the design principles behind TUF may also be useful to secure software updates
for IoT. The problem with two ...

•

Re: [Suit] Towards building a secure software update standard for IoT
IETF
At the HRPC RG meeting on Friday, there will be talk on Chainiac [1]. I think there is a lot we can learn from the
ongoing academic work on software ...
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•

Products and Tools from Analog Devices Expedite Your IoT Development
Arrow Electronics
Watch the Products and Tools from Analog Devices Expedite Your IoT Development video at Arrow.com. Learn more
about electronic components ...

•

IoT is Top-of-Mind for IT Architects at 2017 Data Centre World Singapore
Lantronix
Lantronix VP of Marketing Shahram Mehraban recaps 2017 Data Centre World Singapore and his keynote IT
Admin's Guide to Managing the IoT ...

•

AWS IoT Console
AWS Console - Amazon.com
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